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It is useless to raise the question of fitness. No one is fit — for
all human beings are full of faults and incapacities — even the
greatest sadhaks are not free. It is a question only of aspiration,
of believing in the divine Grace and letting the Divine work in
you, not making a refusal.

*

It is difficult to say that any particular quality makes one fit or
the lack of it unfit. One may have strong sex impulses, doubts,
revolts and yet succeed in the end, while another may fail. If one
has a fundamental sincerity, a will to go through in spite of all
things and a readiness to be guided, that is the best security in
the sadhana.

*

Fitness for Yoga is a very relative term — the real fitness comes
by the soul’s call and the power to open oneself to the Divine.
If you have that, you have the fitness, and your past actions
cannot stand in the way: the past cannot bind the future. Of
course, you have to finish with it, reject it and turn into the new
ways — otherwise the past remains the present. But that is the
question of the will in you and the soul’s call. If you are faithful
to your soul’s call there is no reason why you should not be able
to do Yoga. All that you have to do is to keep your aspiration
and not lose the inner connection that has been made — then
the Mother’s thought and the help will be with you and you will
find your way.

*

You speak of your possible unfitness, but it is not a question of
fitness or unfitness. There is nobody who can go on in his own
strength or by right of his fitness to the goal of the sadhana. It
is only by the Divine Grace and reliance on the Divine Grace
that it can be done. It is in a strength greater than your own
that you must put your first and last reliance. If your faith
falters you have to call on that to sustain you; if your force
is insufficient against the ill-will and opposition that surround


